
ACRL Instruction Section 
Policy and Publications Review Committee 
Annual Conference New Orleans 
Saturday, June 25, 2011 
1:30-3:00 p.m. 
 
Attendance 
Members Present: Stephanie Michel (executive liaison); Peter E. Tagtmeyer, co-chair; 
Regan Brumagen, Intern. Barbara Mann 
 
Members Absent: Beth Hoppe, Alexis D. Linoski, co-chair; Rudy Leon; Garrett Trott. 
 
Agenda 
Introductions 
 

Members introduced themselves. 
 
Addition/changes to the agenda 
 

• Tracking questions for executive for the Bibliography 
 

• Spreadsheet transfer and maintenance 
 

Agenda approved 
 
Announcements: 
 
Discussion tomorrow 
Program at Annual 
Peter reported on the IS Advisory committee meeting which met Saturday morning: 
Information literacy coordination committee met. Produced outcomes for IS Section and 
mapped to committee charges (work in progress). 
 
 Review of committee’s goals and activities 
 
 

A. Annual planning form specify tasks and tied to Instruction Section Bib; 
maintained on the section website;  

 
B. Tracking and revision schedule maintenance : at the advisory committee, 

committees reported on new publications being considered; we keep track of the 
publications; we keep track of the proposals interacting with executive 
liaison/chair; for publications that need revision, we track whether they need to be 
updated and remind committee responsible to update; retired documents go to 
archivist.  *Google spreadsheet needs to move---possibly to ALA Connect* 

 



In the next 6 months the Policy & Publications Manual Revision TF will report; will 
affect the steps that go into the tracking and revision of the schedule. By midwinter 
this should be going to Executive. 

 
Committee Assignments 
 

A. Maintaining the Bibliography of Publications by/about the Instruction Section 
(Barb volunteered to handle the updating) 

 
B. Maintaining the Instruction Section Publications tracking and Revision 
Schedule 

 
Stephanie will forward forms for new publications on to committee members. Too 
few members present of incoming committee to make assignments.  

 
 
Review Decisions and Actions Plans 
 

• Peter will email Barb the Bibliography tipsheet location & answer any questions 
she has about updating 

• Alexis will make committee assignments for soliciting and seeking publication 
proposals 

• Alexis will make assignments for seeking documents that need revisions and 
contact responsible committees 

• Barb will investigate moving spreadsheet to ALA connect 
• Peter and Alexis will codify the steps of tracking and revision procedure 
• Peter will work with Alexis to update proposal forms based on changes to the 

manual. 
 

• Regan will draft a question for Stephanie regarding the purpose of the Annotated 
Bibliography  

 
Other Business 
 
 
No other business. 
 
 
 
 


